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The crowns of palms, cycads and tree 
ferns consist of leaves arising directly 
from the main stem rather than from 
branches. To that extent, since the crowns 
of tree species are branched (as are other 
‘trees’ such as family trees etc.), they only 
approximate to tree form when mature and 
may best be described as arborescent. 

There is no minimum size for tree form if 
bonsai are said to have it.

Concluding remarks
While tree size is clearly convenient 
for legal and regulatory purposes, it is 
arbitrary and easily causes difficulty. To 
seek to refine size criteria is probably 
unhelpful.

A broader definition for ‘tree’ is more 
realistic and does not have to be vague. 
An unmistakable tree conforms to all three 
criteria of size, species and form, while a 
particular individual may conform to only 
two or one. For instance, a hedge has 
tree species and tree size but not tree 
form; tree seedlings and bonsai have tree 
species and tree form but not tree size; 
and numerous kinds of plants such as 
palms and tree ferns have tree size and 
approximate to tree form but are not tree 
species.

A stunted clonal jungle of a freely 
suckering species such as white poplar, 
say on an exposed coastal site, has 
tree species but not tree form or tree 
size; wild cane grass (height up to 14m) 

meets one criterion of tree size but does 
not have tree species or tree form; and 
a piece of broccoli approximates to tree 
form but does not have tree species or 
tree size.

Thus, in deciding whether an individual 
is (or is not) a tree, qualifying terms 
are likely to be helpful. Seedlings are 
young trees, bonsai are miniature trees 
and a tree on a dwarfing rootstock is 
a dwarfed tree. Other size categories 
(e.g. small, medium, large) are likely to 
be most descriptive in relation to the 
context, and many other attributes are 
also best described in words such as 
the potential to grow, estimated mature 
size (if juvenile), growth habit, whether 
fallen or defective, remaining lifespan (if 
living), level of tree risk, potential to cause 
nuisance, collective character (if in a 
hedge, shelterbelt etc.) and conservation 
value.

On reflection it is hardly surprising that 
‘tree’ is not comprehensively defined 
in statute. Unfortunately that makes 
further legal tests almost inevitable, but 
it should also encourage those of us 
who report on trees to be as descriptive 
as possible.

Thanks to Jon Heuch for helpful 
comments.
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Tree species? Screwpine (Pandanus tectorius), Hawaii. Pandanes have branched crowns but 
are related to palms and so do not have true wood. (© Forest and Kim Starr)

Tree form? Note the spreading crowns supported some distance off the ground by trunk-like 
main stems.
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